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At DeConsulting, we introduce you the educational and career opportunities in Germany and Europe. We assist the

students to get world class education and exposure to advanced techniques with minimum expenses. We open the

gates of opportunities for students to stand with pride of a global qualification.

Our aim is to provide a Career for students with Safety and Comfort. Our highly qualified and expert team

with many years of experience will help you all over the processing. Realizing the challenges faced by 

those aspiring to study/work, we have designed our processes in three phases namely pre-visa services

(getting admission/work), Visa processing and post- landing services in Germany/Europe.

Our aim is to provide a Career for students with Safety and Comfort. Our highly qualified and expert team with

many years of experience will help you all over the processing. Realizing the challenges faced by those aspiring to

study/work, we have designed our processes in three phases namely pre-visa services (getting admission/work),

Visa processing and post- landing services in Germany/Europe.

Apart from educational services, we help the jobseekers of skilled / semi-skilled professionals in finding employment

opportunities. We extend our services to almost all the sectors which are in demand in Europe i.e., Engineering, 

Science, Management, Nursing and Medicine. Our highly qualified team support you in getting Job in your area of

specialization.
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Please find the complete package for the 

Student Visa for Masters

B.Tech Unlimited admission depending

Bcom/BCA/BBA/MBA/BA etc- Limited 
number of admission possible.

BSC Science all branches – Limited 
admission depending on the Marks

Eligible Group

on Marks and branches.

Admission to the master’s in public 

university in Germany in a related course

according to your bachelor’s degree. In 

public university there are no tuition fees.

The visa is guaranteed for Germany as the 

admission is from Public University.

Candidate will get visa for 2 years and

which is extendable to upto 4 years and 

more  depending on the course. 

After course completion 18 months stay back

with full time work permit is available.

There will be student work permit during the

period of study, in which they can work in any

filed for 80 hours per week and more during

Vacation period.

Benefits of this Program

CV

Certificate confirming Medium of Instruction in the School/University was in English/or if
possible IELTS/TOFEL etc certificates (Notary attested). We recommend all students to write
Ielts.

School certificates (Notary attested)

Bachelor certificate & Mark list (Notary attested)

Letter of recommendation from your professors (2nos) *

Experience/Internship Certificates (if any) *

Copy of passport
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Minimum 3 to 5 sets of the above-mentioned documents are 
needed to be attested and send to the address once we start 
the processing.
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* Not compulsory but can be an added advantage 



Step 1: University admission Process

Documentation and scrutinizing of submitted documents before application to specific universities Preparation of the 

motivation letters for the different courses. Each of these letters must be unique and must be addressing the exact 

requirements of the university including student’s background, Studies, how this student is the best fit for the master’s 

program chosen, what the future plans are after the masters. Depending on the profile of the students we are good in 

categorizing the options available for a student at a specific time and intake period. Also we look upto the support of the 

student in helping him or her for getting the best available options for each specific profile.

Applications to different Universities for admission for the master program.

Following up of the admission procedures and getting timely updates from the Universities Finally getting admission for 

masters in one of the preferred field.

Step 2: Documentation and preparation for the Visa Interview at Consulate

Arranging appointment for the visa interview in the embassy/consulate

Guidance for the blocked account opening, DD, biometric photos, travel health Insurance etc. Documentation for the visa

 interview incl. covering letters, application forms, declarations etc. Preparations for the proper visa interview

Airport pickup

Accommodation arrangements

City office registrations

Bank account openingHealth insurance

Visa extension

Step 3 Post landing services in Germany

Please find the details for our service and total charges involved in the 

Admission for the masters programs in Public Universities.
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Please feel free to contact me in case 
of any queries regarding the whole process.

+49 1517 1624889

Info@deconsulting.org


